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Review

Aurélie Bessière*, Jean-Olivier Durand and Camille Noûs

Persistent luminescence materials for deep photodynamic therapy

Abstract: Persistent luminescence (PerL) materials continue emitting light long after their excitation has stopped. Prepared in the form of nanoparticles they revealed their full potential as bio-nanoprobes for in vivo small animal imaging in the last 15 years. PerL materials enable to overcome the limitation of weak light penetration in living tissues. As such, they constitute remarkable light mediators to implement photodynamic therapy (PDT) in deep-seated tissues. This article reviews the recent achievements in PerL-mediated PDT in deep-seated tissues. This phenomenon, also called long-lasting phosphorescence for minutes or hours after excitation has stopped. Persistent luminescence (PerL) occurs in some special luminescent materials that continue emitting their luminescence for minutes or hours after excitation has stopped. This phenomenon, also called long-lasting phosphorescence, long-lasting luminescence or afterglow, has been scientifically described for the first time in 1602 by the alchemist Vincenzo Casciarolo who observed the curious glow of impurity-doped barium sulfide (BaS) present in the now famous Bologna stone. For many decades during the twentieth century copper-doped or (copper, cobalt)-co-doped zinc sulfide (ZnS) formed the commercialized green PerL phosphors used in watch dials, glow-in-the-dark toys and paints. The emergence of rare earths in the 1990s enabled a breakthrough in the field and much more luminous compounds took over. Pioneering green-emitting stroniuim aluminate SrAl2O4:Eu²⁺,Dy³⁺ (SAO:Eu,Dy), revealed in 1996 by Matzusawa et al. [1], was soon followed by blue-emitting Sr₂Al₄O₉:Eu²⁺,Dy³⁺ [2], Sr₂MgSi₂O₇:Eu²⁺,Dy³⁺ [3] and Sr₃MgSi₂O₆:Eu²⁺,Dy³⁺ (SMSO:Eu,Dy) [4]. These four materials have now become widely available for decoration and emergency displays purposes. The emergence of efficient red-emitting PerL materials is much more recent and their investigation has been promoted by the concept of in vivo PerL bioimaging introduced for the first time in 2007 [5]. First generation PerL nanoparticles (PerLNPs) for in vivo imaging (Ca₀․₂Zn₀․₈Mg₀․₅Si₂O₆:Eu²⁺,Dy³⁺,Mn²⁺ [5] and later CaMgSi₂O₆:Mn²⁺,Eu²⁺,Pr³⁺ [6–9] excited by a simple UV Mercury lamp for a few minutes before their injection to a small animal were able, once injected, to continuously emit a persistent red/near-infrared (NIR) luminescence detectable across the animal tissues for several tens of minutes. This new in vivo imaging technique based on a long time-delayed emission relative to the excitation presents two main assets: as the technique totally avoids the excitation of the animal tissues, the observation of deep-seated PerL probes is possible and an excellent signal/noise ratio is obtained due to the complete suppression of autofluorescence. Second generation PerL nanoparticles, made of chromium-doped gallate ZnGa₂O₄:Cr³⁺ (ZGO:Cr) [10] and chromium-doped gallo-germanate Zn₁ₓGa₂₋ₓGe₉₅₋ₓO₆:Cr (ZGGO:Cr) [11], were soon developed and now constitute the most widely used red-emitting PerL materials for in vivo theranostics research in small animals [12, 13]. ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr are not only much brighter than first generation PerL nanoparticles but also able to be re-activated in vivo as long as the nanoparticles circulate inside the animal body. This very special
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property widened their field of application, amongst others, to tumor imaging [14]. Since then, PerL nanoparticles have enabled the development of highly versatile imaging experiments. Their charging necessitates a few seconds irradiation, performed either before their injection to the small animal by a UV lamp or after their injection by orange light/808 nm/X-rays, across the animal tissues, at any point of the imaging experiment and as many times as necessary. This versatility enabled interesting achievements in targeting [15–19], drug delivery [20, 21], photothermal therapy [22, 23] and gene therapy [24, 25]. However the most exciting theranostics application of PerL nanoparticles that has emerged in the recent years deals with photodynamic therapy (PDT), which constitutes the topic of this review.

PDT constitutes a high-potential modality [26–30] already recognized for its efficiency and selectivity in the eradication of some types of cancerous or pre-cancerous lesions [31]. The technique relies on the simultaneous presence of light, oxygen and a photosensitizer (PS) at a sub-cellular level. When exposed to light of a specific wavelength, corresponding to its absorption bands, the PS transforms neighboring molecular oxygen or oxygenic species into highly cytotoxic reactive oxygen species (ROS) that cause the tumor necrosis. Most PSs being non-toxic in the dark, PDT action occurs only when and where PS-containing tissues are illuminated, hence guaranteeing a strong selectivity towards the cancerous tissue.

Under light illumination, the PS is excited to a short-lived excited singlet state (1PS*) (Figure 1). The excited PS can either decay back to ground state by emitting fluorescence or undergo intersystem crossing whereby the spin of the electron inverts to form a long-lived triplet state (3PS*). In type I reactions, this long-lived state transfers its energy by proton or electron exchange to form radical anions or cations that react with oxygen to produce superoxide anion radicals, hydroxyl radicals or hydrogen peroxides. In type II reactions, the energy of the excited PS is directly transferred to molecular oxygen and leads to 1O2 formation. Both types of products, called ROS, may damage sub-cellular components (plasma membrane, mitochondria, Golgi apparatus, endoplasmic reticulum…). In vivo, the latter depends on the PS localization [32]: for 1O2 it was reported to be 0.4 ± 0.2 μs near membranes of living cells [33] and 1.2 ± 0.3 μs in blood vessels in vivo [34]. Intracellular diffusion distance is therefore small relative to cell diameter; hence, the effect of ROS generated within a cell is spatially limited to its immediate surroundings. When PDT is applied to cancer, tumor cells or their vasculature are not only reversibly damaged, but also inflammatory and immune response are triggered and contribute to fighting the tumor growth [35]. PDT is particularly adapted to cancer treatment as PSs tend to accumulate in tumors and light can be conveniently shone to neoplastic tissues when the latter are accessible. Nevertheless PDT is not specific to any type of cell or organelle and also functions against all types of foreign microorganisms (bacteria, fungus and viruses) holding a large potential to cure localized infections [36]. PDT used against pathogenic microorganisms is termed anti-microbial PDT or photodynamic inactivation [37]. Photodynamic inactivation targets microbe external structure without PS penetration into microorganisms hence advantageously avoiding drug resistance.

Figure 1: Modified Jablonski diagram showing the role of the photosensitizer (PS) in photodynamic therapy (PDT).
mechanisms [38]. It is therefore highly valuable to fight antibiotic resistance in the case of bacteria like methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus [39] or to treat viral infections [40] caused by herpes simplex virus or human papillomavirus [41].

Given the outstanding achievements of PDT for all sorts of localized lesions and in the first place for cancerous tumors, it appears of high interest to tackle its main limitation: the accessibility of the diseased tissue by the excitation light. The visible or NIR light beam used in PDT is strongly attenuated along its penetration path by absorption and scattering processes from the biological components, amongst which water, melanin and hemoglobin [42]. The poor penetration of light in living tissues constitutes the bottleneck of the therapy. Overcoming this limitation would without any doubt revolutionize PDT. It is interesting to note that the same type of limitation, i.e. the short penetration length of light in tissues, has been hindering the otherwise attractive technique of in vivo fluorescence imaging [43].

Fluorescence imaging requires a dye excitation, which is impossible across thick biological tissues. Additionally the excitation of the living tissues produces an autofluorescence that hides the probe signal. Given the robust performance of PerL bioprobes for in vivo imaging, the latter have naturally appeared as a first choice option for PDT internal light sourcing. This review focuses on the recent achievements of PerL-mediated PDT that constitutes to our opinion a very promising path to overcome the PDT limitation concerning deep-seated targets. The first part of this review highlights the difficulties of current PDT for treating deep lesions at pre-clinical and clinical stages and introduces the options provided by energy transducers. The second part of the review is entirely devoted to PerL materials used as energy transducers for deep PDT.

1 Delivering light to the PSs in deep PDT

When light interacts with matter, i.e. here with living tissue, reflection, refraction, scattering and absorption take place and lead to beam attenuation. Most tissues will scatter light and highly pigmented areas will absorb it due to water, oxyhemoglobin, deoxyhemoglobin, melanin, and cytochromes. The optical penetration depth (i.e. the distance at which the light intensity reduces to 0.37 of the initial intensity), $\delta$, is strongly wavelength-dependent: $\delta < 0.5$ mm at 400–430 nm, 1 mm at 500 nm, 2–3 mm at 630 nm, and 5–6 mm at 700–800 nm (Figure 2) [44]. Hence remarkable achievements were earned with the development of new PSs, whose absorption peaks have been shifted from the UV–visible range towards the infrared. On the clinical end, all possible ways of delivering light internally to the PS have been continuously explored by taking advantage of light-transmitting devices, although often at the cost of more invasiveness. Both these improvements are insufficient to tackle deep-seated lesions or metastasis. Alternative approaches hence consist into introducing molecules, nano-objects or materials that can play the role of internal lights.

![Figure 2: Above: representation of the optical penetration depth of the electromagnetic light spectrum across biological tissues. Below: main clinically approved PSs at their wavelength of therapeutic use.](image-url)
1.1 Shifting the PS absorption efficiency towards the infrared

Hematoporphyrin (Hp) has been the first identified PS and was directly extracted from the haem co-factor of haemoglobin. In the 1960s, Hp was obtained from water treatment of a blood sample after suppression of iron from the haem molecule. A mixture of Hematoporphyrin derivatives (HpD) was prepared from the action of sulfuric acid, acetic acid and sodium hydroxide on Hp. This mixture always presents a variable composition of Hp oligomers [45, 46]. Commercialized under the brand name Photofrin® in the 1990s, HpD has been the first PS authorized by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) for the cancer treatment by PDT (Figure 2). Since then, several other countries also allowed HpD under the brand names Photosan® (Germany), Photogem® (Russia), Haematodrex® (Bulgaria) or Photocarcinorin® (China). The oncologic indications of HpD have been as wide as bladder, esophagus, lung [47], head, neck, abdominal, thoracic, brain, intestinal, skin, breast, and cervical cancer treatment [35, 48, 49]. The injection of HpD to the patient is followed by the illumination of the zone to be treated with red light (630 nm), which penetrates about 3 mm of the living tissue. All porphyrins present a typical absorption spectrum composed of an intense band in the UV-visible (380–500 nm) – the Soret band – where porphyrins present a high molar extinction coefficient (ε = 4 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) and up to four bands of weaker intensity located between 500 and 750 nm – the Q bands – where ε ≈ 1–3 × 10³ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹. Despite the use in oncology of HpD and its high singlet oxygen quantum yield (Φₛₒ₂ = 0.89 for Photofrin®), this first generation PS presents unfavorable features: (i) HpD accumulates in the skin conferring a severe and long-lasting photosensitivity to the patient (4–6 weeks) (ii) its optical absorption in the red part of the spectrum (Q band) is insufficient (ε = 3 × 10³ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ at 630 nm for Photofrin®), Figure 2) forcing the injection of a large quantity of HpD (iii) the drug is not pure and its composition hardly reproducible (iv) it presents a poor solubility in polar solvents.

Hence second generation PSs have been developed. In order to avoid skin accumulation and guarantee the formation of pure protoporphyrin IX (PpIX) (ε = 5 × 10⁵ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹ at 635 nm) [50], a pro-drug based on 5-aminolevulinic acid (ALA), which is the natural precursor for haem formation, was designed. Once ALA is topically applied or injected, a natural retro-control based on the haem bio-synthesis pathway regulates PpIX formation and allows its rapid clearance. ALA application followed by an illumination at 630 nm was US FDA approved in 1999 and commercialized under the brand name Levulan® for the treatment of actinic keratosis (Figure 2). Further new porphyrinoid PSs have been developed with Q bands shifted to longer wavelength and with larger extinction coefficients (Figure 2) [51]. Several compounds from the chlorin, bacteriochlorin, phthalocyanine, bacteriochlorophyllide, texaphyrin and phthalocyanine families have emerged [52]. Amongst the chlorin family, meta-tetra(hydroxylphenyl)chlorin (m-THPC) (Foscan®), tin ethyl etiopurpurin (SnET4) (Purlityn®), N-aspartyl chlorin e6 (Ce6) (Laserphyrin®, Lixt®) and benzoporphyrin derivative monoacid ring A (BPD-MA) (liposomal formulation, Visudyne®) present a shift of the long wavelength absorption maximum to 652 nm (ε = 3.5 × 10⁶ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, Φₛₒ₂ = 0.87), 664 nm (ε = 3 × 10⁶ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹), 664 nm (ε = 4 × 10⁵ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, Φₛₒ₂ = 0.77) and 689 nm (ε = 3.5 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, Φₛₒ₂ = 0.84), respectively (Figure 2). In the phorphorbid family, 2-(1-hexyloxyethyl)-2-devinyl pyropheophorbide-α (HPPH, Photoclar®) is a highly lipophilic PS that presents an absorption maximum at 665 nm (ε = 4.8 × 10⁴ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, Φₛₒ₂ = 0.48). It is currently in phase II clinical trials for diverse cancers [53, 54]. In the phthalocyanine family, a quantitative improvement of the extinction coefficient is reached (ε = 2 × 10⁵ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) at a relatively long wavelength (~675 nm). The compounds present a UV–visible absorption spectrum resembling that of porphyrins, i.e. with two main bands. However their Soret band located at around 350 nm is weak whereas their main Q band, located at around 680 nm presents an extremely high intensity with a molar extinction coefficient around 10⁶ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹, i.e. two orders of magnitude higher than for most porphyrins [55]. Note that their physical and chemical properties can easily be tuned by the introduction of substituents and central metals. Hence Photosens®, an aluminum phthalocyanine (AlPc) actually composed of several sulfonated aluminum chloride phthalocyanines is the only phthalocyanine already approved for clinical use. Currently Photocyanine®, a zinc phthalocyanine (ZnPc), and Pc 4®, a silicon phthalocyanine (SiPc) are under clinical trials [56]. Finally, one of the most promising second generation porphyrinoid PS, branded as Tookad®, is a palladium bacteriochlorophyllide that presents a high molar extinction coefficient (10⁴ M⁻¹ cm⁻¹) at 760 nm. It is currently in the phase of being approved by the FDA for treatment of early-stage localized prostate cancer by interstitial PDT (I-PDT). On the other hand several families of non-porphyrinoid PSs have been investigated although none has received the FDA approval. PSs have been developed from the anthraquinone (hypericin), phenothiazine (methylene blue, toluidine blue), xanthene (rose Bengal (RB), TH9402), cyanine (merocyanine 560) and curcuminoid families. RB (4,5,6,7-tetrachloro-2',4',5',7'-tetraido-fluorescein disodium) is a xanthene dye with several chlorine and iodine atoms on
its xanthene rings. It presents an intense absorption band in the green \( (ε = 10^5 \text{ M}^{-1} \text{ cm}^{-1} \text{ at } 549 \text{ nm} \text{ in water}) \) and a high singlet oxygen quantum yield \( (Φ_s = 0.76) \). It is currently an experimental agent for the PDT treatment of breast carcinoma and metastatic melanoma [57].

Alongside the PSs presented here, that are currently or will soon be available in clinics, research is going on for improving the PSs properties to tackle deep-seated tumors. The reader is referred to the excellent review by Fan et al. [58]. Notably two-photon absorption with the use of short-pulsed lasers has been investigated [59] and a certain efficiency has been observed with porphyrins, porphyrazins, tetraphenylporphycenes and difuranonaphthalenes. Two-photon absorption cross-sections have also been significantly improved by incorporating self-assembled porphyrin oligomers into porphyrins [60]. Antenna effects from inorganic nanoparticles such as gold nanorods have also been judiciously exploited [61]. Nevertheless, the overall efficiency remains low with respect to the heating damage caused by a necessarily intense infrared laser irradiation.

### 1.2 Light delivery systems in clinical PDT (direct PDT)

The first clinical PDT experiments were carried out in the 1970s by Dougherty et al. who used HpD as PS and a filtered xenon lamp (600–700 nm) directly shone to the patient chest skin to eradicate multiple wall chest cancerous nodules [62]. Since then progress in the PS formulation [50] and in the versatility of light sources [63] allowed many more therapeutic uses and in the first place PDT for skin diseases. After the PS has been orally taken, intravenously injected or topically applied, a lamp, a laser or a LED is shone to the patient diseased skin and Exterior Beam PDT (EB-PDT), also called superficial PDT, is readily realized (Figure 3a). EB-PDT is commonly used for the treatment of oncological or pre-oncological dermatological conditions such as actinic keratosis, Bowen disease and superficial basal cell carcinoma. In the last two decades, EB-PDT has also been used for the treatment of non-neoplastic dermatological ailments such as acne, psoriasis and nail diseases [64]. In the 1990s the development of light diffusers enabled the emergence of Endoscopic PDT (E-PDT) (Figure 3b). Laser or LED light delivered via optical fibers introduced into natural canals can reach mucosa that lines the body cavities. A uniform illumination is provided by microlenses, spherical or cylindrical diffusers or even diffuser balloons [64]. Hence head and neck [65, 66], esophagus [67, 68], lung [69] and bladder cancer [70] as well as gynecologic malignant diseases [71] can be successfully treated by E-PDT. For larger tumors, often associated with failure to respond to standard therapy, I-PDT, in which light is delivered intra-tumorally following biopsy canals, is a valuable option [72] (Figure 3c). Optical fibers, often multiple, are inserted into the target tissue via needles or placed in catheters implanted percutaneously. The PS in deeply seated tumors or tumors thicker than 10 mm can then be activated. Studies showed positive results in head and neck, prostate, pancreas and brain cancers [72]. Finally, Intra-Operative PDT (IO-PDT) can be carried out as an efficient adjuvant treatment to surgery (Figure 3d). The most striking example concerns malignant gliomas (brain tumors) that usually present a poor prognosis due to the impossibility to resect with an ample safety margin [73, 74]. In 2017, the FDA approved 5-ALA as a fluorescence guidance tool to improve resection of malignant glioma [75, 76]. The injection of 5-ALA was further utilized to realize PDT by illuminating the resection cavity immediately after the surgical act, allowing the killing of adjacent cancerous cells and hence importantly increasing the prognosis [76].

The choice of the light source depends on the target location, PS used, and light dose to be delivered. For the most effective treatment with PDT, the light source must appropriately match the target tissue, delivery device, and PS absorption spectrum. Amongst possible light sources, lamps present the advantage of a simple design, low cost and wide illumination field. However they necessitate the use of filters which results in efficiency loss and are only suited for superficial PDT (EB-PDT) as they cannot be coupled to optical fibers. LEDs present the advantage of being fairly low-cost and portable. LED arrays can be used for endoscopic or interstitial application. However, one of the concerns of using LEDs, especially for I-PDT, is the thermal effect resulting from the low electrical to optical conversion efficiency. Finally, lasers constitute sources of choice for E-PDT or I-PDT. They deliver light with a high optical power, single wavelength emission and a narrow collimated beam that couple well with optical fibers. Lasers also advantageously simplify the dosimetry process.

EB-PDT is ideally straightforward. Acne treatment by EB-PDT already belongs to town medicine. However, the range of applications is limited to skin diseases as energy of incident light falls dramatically at increasing depths below the surface (Figure 1a). E-PDT presents a higher degree of invasiveness. It requires anesthesia, in some cases topical but most often general, and risks of perforation, inflammation or stricture of the endoscopic zone exist. Several placements may be necessary in case of large tumors [67].
Its efficacy is limited to neoplasms lining the surface of the cavity organ (Figure 3b). In I-PDT invasiveness becomes prominent (Figure 3c). The positioning of the fibers requires a careful treatment planning [77], that necessitates assistance by imaging techniques such as ultrasounds, computed tomography or magnetic resonance imaging [78] and would benefit from real-time dosimetry. Except maybe for the brain, interstitial fibers cannot be left in tissue for a long period. I-O PDT is obviously highly invasive, as it requires open-cranium surgery (Figure 3d) [79]. Deep lesions are therefore treated by PDT at the cost of an increased invasiveness. Their large size or their “bulky” character is always a hindrance to efficient tumor suppression by PDT [44, 63].

1.3 Indirect PDT: mediators for deep PDT

A valuable alternative to direct PDT consists in resorting to PDT mediators able to excite a PS located at depth or inaccessible with direct light illumination. PDT mediators are small objects, with a size ranging from atomic/molecular to nanometer scale, which can easily be delivered to pathological tissues. Amongst them, we will distinguish energy transducers – that convert an external penetrating excitation beam into a radiation of suitable energy to excite the PS - and self-illuminating probes – that do not require any irradiation at all.

1.3.1 Energy transducers

Systems that convert low-energy light (infrared with 750 nm < \( \lambda \) < 1000 nm) or high-energy radiation (X-rays) into visible light are both suitable as energy transducers for PDT. Transducers can convert infrared light by two-photon absorption or up-conversion. Examples of PDT mediated by organic [80] or inorganic two-photon absorption transducers exist but remain scarce, gold nanorods constituting the most representative example of inorganic transducers of that type [81–83].

Lanthanide-doped up-converting nanoparticles (UCNP) used as PDT mediators have been more investigated as they present a higher conversion efficiency [84–93]. Although up-conversion remains a low yield process compared to classical Stokes luminescence, the transducer-PS systems can benefit from an efficient energy transfer if the transducer-PS distance is kept short. In practice, PSs are either loaded into the pores of a shell nanoparticle that embeds an UCNP [89, 94] or covalently bound to an UCNP [87]. Although the latter is more challenging in terms of preparation, it guarantees an optimum energy transfer [95]. Two important limitations nevertheless exist when an infrared external excitation is used. First, infrared light penetration, although longer than visible light, does not exceed 1.5 cm for up-conversion luminescence imaging and \textit{a fortiori} for PDT mediation [96]. Secondly laser heating cannot be neglected in the
infrared range, which constitutes a severe side-effect of the technique particularly at 980 nm where water strongly absorbs NIR light [97].

On the other hand the use of X-rays to activate PS has recently triggered a large interest. In the last three years not less than 10 review papers have dealt with nanosystems activated by X-rays to treat cancerous tumors [98–107], five of them being specifically dedicated to X-ray activated PDT (X-PDT) [99, 101, 102, 104, 106]. Indeed X-rays present a virtually unlimited penetration ability in living animals. In diagnosis imaging (computed tomography) 30–70 keV energy X-rays are used while in radiotherapy photon beam energies range from superficial (30–80 keV), through orthovoltage (100–300 keV), to megavoltage energies (5–25 MeV) [108]. Megavoltage energies are used to treat deep seated tumors [109]. Since around 60% of all cancer patients receive a radiotherapy treatment and X-ray computed tomography has become a major medical imaging tool [110], X-ray beam equipment is readily available in clinics. The challenge in X-PDT resides in lowering, if possible drastically, the dose delivered to the patient as compared to radiotherapy standard by using nanoscintillators, i.e. down-converting nanomaterials yielding radioluminescence under X-rays. Their radioluminescence serves to activate the PS and trigger PDT. The concept was first reported by Chen et al. in 2006 [111]. Since then, several types of nanoscintillators have been tested in solutions, from nanoparticles made of traditional scintillating crystals constituted of heavy atoms to metals, metal-organic frameworks and quantum dots. The challenging stage of in vitro X-PDT has been successfully reached in a few examples: \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) nanoparticles coupled to psoralen on PC-3 human prostate cancer cells [112], \( \text{LaF}_3: \text{Tb}^{3+} \) nanoparticles coupled to meso-tetra(4-carboxyphenyl)porphyrin on brain cancer cells [113], \( \text{CeF}_3: \text{Tb}, \text{Gd} \) nanoparticles coupled to RB on 4T1, Renca and MgC803 cells [114], \( \text{Y}_2\text{O}_3 \) nanoparticles alone [115] and ultra-small nanoparticles chelated with terbium coupled to 5-(4-carboxyphenyl succinimide ester)-10,15,20-triphenyl porphyrin [116]. Only a few teams further achieved in vivo PDT in mice with SAO:Eu\(^{3+} \) nanoparticles coupled to merocyanine 540 [117], LiYF\(_4\) nanoparticles coupled to ZnO [118], NaGdF\(_4: \text{Tb}^{3+}\) nanoparticles coupled to RB [119], \( \text{Gd}_2(\text{WO}_4)_3: \text{Tb} \) nanoparticles coupled to merocyanine 540 [120], \( \text{ZnSiO}_4: \text{Mn} \) nanoparticles coupled to RB [121], \( \text{NaLuF}_4: \text{Tb} \) nanoparticles coupled to RB [122] and \( \text{CaF}_2: \text{Ce}, \text{Tb} \) nanoparticles coupled to RB [123]. Note that all these results should be taken with care as they were not conducted on orthotopic models. Interestingly some of these materials presented as scintillators (SAO:Eu\(^{3+}\) and NaXF\(_4: \text{Tb}^{3+}\) with \( X = \text{Gd,Lu} \)) may also present persistent luminescence as Perl has been reported for SAO:Eu\(^{3+}\) [124], NaLuF\(_4: \text{Pr}^{3+}\) [125], NaYF\(_4: \text{Tb}^{3+}\) (NYF:Tb\(^{3+}\)) [126] and Na(Gd,Lu)F\(_4: \text{Tb}^{3+}\) [127], which may explain why the dose used to perform X-PDT is lower in these examples.

### 1.3.2 Self-illuminating probes

Self-illuminating systems are based on chemiluminescence, bioluminescence or Cerenkov radiation. They constitute interesting candidates as internal light sources for PDT [128, 129].

Chemiluminescence is a process by which light is generated through chemixcitation during a chemical reaction [130]. The most famous systems are luminol–H\(_2\)O\(_2\) and oxalate ester–H\(_2\)O\(_2\) [131]. Molecules such as luminol and derivatives [132] or enzymes such as luciferase are able to generate intrinsic light, which then activates PSs through chemiluminescence resonance energy transfer (CRET) or bioluminescence resonance energy transfer (BRET), respectively. The field has been comprehensively reviewed [133]. BRET technique allowed to excite different kinds of PSs, such as Photosfin\(^{18}\), tetracyphenyl porphyrin, RB, Ce6, Foscan\(^{8}\) via FRET from quantum dots, carbon dots conjugated to PpIX, oligomeric p-phenylene vinylene (OPV). More recently, ROS generating proteins have been fused with luciferase for the targeting of breast cancer through BRET [134]. Furthermore, a recent paper showed that PEI-modified calcium phosphate nanoparticles loaded with hypericin, v-luciferin and pDNA coding for luciferase enzyme were efficient in inducing tumor regression in mice after intra-tumoral (IT) injection of the functionalized nanoparticles [135]. BRET process thus represents a promising cancer modality treatment.

Cerenkov radiation is a continuous spectrum from UV-near IR energies (the number of photons for each wavelength following a 1/\(\lambda\) function) resulting from the interaction between a charged particle and a dielectric medium provided that the particle speed is higher than velocity of light [136]. Such particles typically arise from radionuclides with \( \beta \)-emissions such as \( ^{18}\text{F}, \ ^{64}\text{Cu}, \ ^{68}\text{Ga} \)… etc. A few authors hence carried out PDT in small animal models via Cerenkov Radiation Energy Transfer (CeRET) from radionuclides to PSs. In first realizations radionuclides and PSs (deoxy-2-[\(^{18}\text{F}\)]fluoro-o-glucose and apo- transferrin and titanocene-charged TiO\(_2\) nanoparticles as the first instance [137]) were co-injected. In later examples radionuclides and PSs were co-localized within a nanoagent (\(^{89}\text{Zr} \) and Ce6 loaded in hollow mesoporous silica as the first example [138]).

When PDT is mediated by self-illuminating probes, one may lose the specificity that is provided by external light illumination in direct PDT. This is particularly true for
CeRET-assisted PDT systems that function regardless of their microenvironment. On the contrary, in CRET and BRET-assisted PDT, a certain specificity is reestablished as the oxidative IT environment often favors the chemotherapy in which several small doses of drug are administered instead of a unique heavy dose [139, 140]. In PDT this phenomenon is explained by the temporary oxygen deficit that results from the oxygen-consuming PDT process itself. Hence, a low-intensity illumination enables the system to constantly retrieve its oxygen supply. Since persistent luminescence is by essence a long and low-intensity light, it appears as particularly suited for a metronomic PDT action.

2 Persistent luminescence mediators for PDT

In Section 1.3 we have classified the mediators to achieve PerL-mediated PDT into “a. Energy transducers” and “b. Self-illuminating probes”. PerL materials would situate half-way between the two categories. They can indeed theoretically be used as self-illuminating probes, when they are charged (excited) outside the animal body prior to their injection, similarly to the way they have been used in small animal imaging [5, 8]. However most often one would favor an additional in situ excitation for practical reasons. One may desire to temporally control the triggering of light emission and the beginning of the PDT process. Besides efficiency is enhanced when PerL emission occurs not long after charging. In that case, PerL materials fall into the category of energy transducers.

Note that PerL materials appear particularly suited for PDT for the following reason. Unlike radiotherapy where light radiation doses have a deleterious effects because they encourage cell repair and radiation resistance, light provided at low-intensity fluence over long periods has proved more beneficial for PDT efficiency than intense light delivered over a short period. This phenomenon has been termed as metronomic PDT, in reference to metronomic chemotherapy in which several small doses of drug are advantageously administered instead of a unique heavy dose [139, 140]. In PDT this phenomenon is explained by the temporary oxygen deficit that results from the oxygen-consuming PDT process itself. Hence, a low-intensity illumination enables the system to constantly retrieve its oxygen supply. Since persistent luminescence is by essence a long and low-intensity light, it appears as particularly suited for a metronomic PDT action.

2.1 Choice of the PerL material/PS couples in PerL-mediated PDT

To ensure optimum efficiency one should aim at a significant spectral overlap between the emission spectrum of the PerL material and the PS absorption spectrum. Amongst the reported examples of PerL-mediated PDT, we find a few examples of blue/green-emitting afterglow materials whereas the vast majority deals with red-emitting PerL materials.

In the category of blue/green-emitting PerL materials, Homayoni et al. [141] reported PDT with Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+,Dy3+ as the PerL material. The emission spectrum of the latter consists of a broad band due to Eu2+ 5d–4f transition peaking at 460 nm and extending over 430–520 nm [142]. Sr3Al2O6:Eu2+,Dy3+ nanoparticles were coupled to the PS PpIX, which presents an intense and broad Soret band peaking at 405 nm and rapidly dropping to zero around 450 nm [143]. Hence the PerL spectrum is superimposed only to the long-wavelength tail of the Soret band of PpIX but the system benefits from the particularly high extinction coefficient of PpIX at 405 nm (1,24 × 105 M–1 cm–1). A second example of green-emitting PerL material tested for PDT is the well-known SAO:Eu,Dy. The choice was guided by the bright luminois of SAO:Eu,Dy that emits a broad band spectrum due to Eu3+ 5d–4f transition, peaking at 520 nm (450–600 nm) [1], which led the authors to select RB as the PS [144]. RB absorption spectrum is double-peaked with maximum intensity at 560 nm (475–580 nm) (Figure 4a), so that we can estimate that less than a third of SAO:Eu,Dy PerL is optimally harvested. Finally Ma et al. [145] associated ZnS:Cu,Co PerL nanoparticles presenting a broad green band peaking at 546 nm (460–680 nm) with the PS tetrabromorhodamine-123 (TBrRhl23) that shows an absorption band peaking at 518 nm (450–550 nm). Again, we can evaluate from Figure 4b that only around a third of the PerL light is optimally harvested. Most recently Hu et al. reported NYF:Tb3+ nanoparticles associated with the photocatalyst g-C3N4 [126]. They revealed in NYF:Tb3+ a super-long green persistent luminescence (>240 h) obtained after X-ray charging. NYF:Tb3+ PerL proceeds via Tb3+ f–f transitions, i.e. emits a high-intensity line at 543 nm (6D4 → 7F3) and six medium-intensity lines at 380 nm (6D4 → 7F5), 410 nm (6D4 → 7F4), 435 nm (6D4 → 7F5), 485 nm (6D4 → 7F6), 580 nm (6D4 → 7F7) and 620 nm (6D4 → 7F3). Hence g-C3N4 that only absorbs over the 350–430 nm range [126] harvests only about a third of Tb3+ PerL emission.

Red-emitting ZGO:Cr and ZGOO:Cr PerL materials represent two thirds of the PerL-mediated PDT experiments conducted in vivo (Table 1) and three quarters of the ones conducted in vitro (Table 2). ZGO:Cr and ZGOO:Cr proved themselves potent as in vivo imaging probes for tumor targeting [17, 18], gastro-intestinal tract trafficking [153], probiotics tracing [154], glycan targeting [15], cancer
Figure 4: PerL materials emission spectra in correspondence to PSs absorption spectra in several examples of PerL-mediated PDT. The PerL material/PS couples are: (a) SAO:Eu,Dy/RB [144] (b) ZnS:Cu,Co/TBrRh123 [145] (c) ZGO:Cr,W/ZnPcS4 [146] (d) ZGO:Cr/HPHP [147] (e) ZGGO:Cr/Ce6 [148] (f) h-ZGO:Cr/SiPc [149] (g) ZGGO:Cr,Bi@mSiO2/ZnPc [150] (h) ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er/AIPcS [151] (i) LGO:Cr/NC [152]. Reproduced with permissions from [144–152].
metastasis targeting [155], and stem cell tracking [19], PerL imaging has also been conveniently coupled to a second imaging modality like X-ray computed tomography [156], magnetic resonance imaging [157–161] and nanothermometry [162] (multi-modality). Furthermore ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr have been associated with therapeutic agents for chemotherapy [20], photothermal therapy [23], gene therapy [25] and of course PDT as related in this review (theranostics). To decline such a variety of uses, their shape (size of nanoparticles [17, 163, 164] embedded into porous nanoparticles [165, 166] or into implants [148]) and chemical composition (co-doping) [16, 19, 158, 166–170] have been adjusted with versatility. ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr emission spectra consist in several zero phonon lines due to $^2E (^2G)$ → $^4A_2 (^4F)$ transition of several types of Cr$^{3+}$ ions present in slightly different environments accompanied by their phonon lines [171]. At room temperature, ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr PerL spectra peak at 695 nm, extending over 650–750 nm for ZGO:Cr [10] and over 680–850 nm for ZGGO:Cr [11]. Accordingly, these materials have been associated with last generation PSs whose emission is shifted towards the NIR and that mainly belong to pheophorbides, phthalocyanines and chlorins. In Table 1 and Table 2, ZGO:Cr has been associated to HPPH [147], Zn(II) phthalocyanine tetrasulfonic acid (ZnPcS4) [146], SiPc [149] and IR780 (2-[2-[2-Chloro-3-(1,3-dihydro-3,3-dimethyl-1-propyl-2H-indol-2-ylidene) ethylidene]-1-cyclohexen-1-yl][ethenyl]-3,3-dimethyl-1-propylindolium iodide) [172] while ZGGC has been coupled to SiPc [155, 173, 174]), AlPcS [151], ZnPc [150] and Ce6 [148]. The spectral match between ZGO:Cr and ZnPcS4 (Figure 4c) or IR780 [172] is quite satisfying whereas HPPH appears largely blue-shifted relative to ZGO:Cr and optimally harvests only one tenth of the PerL emission (Figure 4d). When the PerL material shifts its emission towards the infrared with hollow ZGO:Cr or with ZGGO:Cr, it is even more difficult to obtain well corresponding spectra. Ce6 (Figure 4e) [148], SiPc (Figure 4f) [149], ZnPc (Figure 4g) [150], and AlPcS (Figure 4h) [151] all appear blue-shifted relative to the PerL emission. Finally the example of LiGa$_5$O$_8$:Cr$^{3+}$ (LGO:Cr) coupled to 2,3-naphtalocyanine (NC) [152] presents the most appropriate spectral match as NC absorption spectrum is broader than LGO:Cr PerL emission spectrum (Figure 4i).

Overall, the spectral match is not ideal in the reported examples as the PSs absorption spectra often lack a sufficiently broad spectral width as compared to the PerL emission spectra. As a consequence the efficiency of PerL-mediated systems could certainly be improved by the use of PSs with broader spectral width or conversely the use of PerL materials with narrower spectral width.

2.2 Charging the PerL material

2.2.1 Trapping and de-trapping mechanisms in PerL materials

Although the scientific community agrees on the description of persistent luminescence as resulting from trapped charge carriers at point defects of a crystalline material followed by their progressive thermal detrapping that continuously feeds the optical centers, the identification of point defects at stake and the exact mechanism of charge trapping and detrapping are on-going objects of debate in many PerL materials [176–180]. Furthermore mechanisms have been mostly investigated in bulk crystalline materials (crystals or micro-crystalline powders) following the tradition of crystal optics. With the application of bioprobes, interest has shifted towards nanoparticles, where persistent luminescence can still be observed but for which mechanisms are modified compared to their bulk counterpart. Surface effects complicate the description of the phenomenon.

With first generation PerL bioprobes conceived for small animal imaging, the PerL materials were meant to be charged (excited) with UV light before they enter the biological medium (cell or animal) so that UV light does not cause any damage to and does not need to pass through the living tissues. The choice of UV light is advantageous in terms of cost as a simple Mercury lamp is sufficient to excite the long-lasting phosphorescence of a PerL bioprobe. Furthermore, UV light has been the traditional way to excite PerL materials that typically present a bandgap energy of 4–10 eV. In Figure 5, (I)(1), (I)(2) and (I)(3) illustrate the type of mechanisms at stake when UV light is used to charge a PerL material. An excitation of energy higher than bandgap creates holes in the valence band (VB) and electrons in the conduction band (CB) ((I)(1) in Figure 5). Free carriers can then be trapped at point defects of the material. In (I)(1) the hole is captured by the luminescent center A while the electron is trapped at a defect B. Alternatively with UV or in some cases with visible (mostly blue) excitation, PerL materials can also be excited via the charge transfer band of a dopant, as schematized in the scheme (I)(2) of Figure 5. This is typically the case of materials doped with Cu$^+$ and Mn$^{2+}$ like ZnS:Cu$^+$ or MgGeO$_3$:Mn$^{2+}$ [177]. A third classical mechanism involves the efficient $f$–$d$ transitions of bi- or tri-valent lanthanide ions such as
Table 1: Experimental results of in vitro PerL-mediated PDT realized in living cells. *PCM = Phase Change Material (here oleic acid + hexadecanol). **Assessed by MTT assay unless precised otherwise. ***Assessed by a cell counting kit (CCK-8) using WST-8 (2-(2-methoxy-4-nitrophenyl)-3-(4-nitrophenyl)-5-(2,4-disulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium, monosodium salt). ****Assessed by Trypan Blue viability test. *****Assessed by BacLight Live/Dead Bacterial Viability Kit (L-7012; Molecular Probes).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>PerL host material family</th>
<th>PerL source</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Type of cells</th>
<th>Excitation protocol</th>
<th>Cells viability**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[144]</td>
<td>SAO</td>
<td>SrAl2O4:2%Eu3+,4%Dy3+ + NaYF6:25%Yb3+,0.5%Tm3+ (up-converter)</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Implant (PDMS-PerL-PS)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>HT29 (human colon cancer)</td>
<td>5s 980 nm laser (2 W/cm²) = 1 cycle</td>
<td>73% after one cycle*** 60% after two cycles*** 48% after three cycles*** 36% after four cycles***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[145]</td>
<td>ZnS</td>
<td>ZnS:Cu,Co</td>
<td>TBrRh123</td>
<td>PerLNP-PS conjugate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>PC3 (human prostate cancer)</td>
<td>1 min X (2 Gy)</td>
<td>46.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[152]</td>
<td>LGO</td>
<td>LiGa3O4Cr</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>PerLNP@m-SiO2@PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>H1299 (human non-small cell lung cancer)</td>
<td>X (2 Gy)</td>
<td>50.2% (through 1.6 cm thick tissue) 60.1% (through 2.8 cm thick tissue)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[141]</td>
<td>SMSO</td>
<td>Sr3MgSi2O6:Eu3+,Dy3+</td>
<td>PpIX</td>
<td>PerLNP-PS conjugate</td>
<td>FA</td>
<td>PC3 (human prostate cancer)</td>
<td>5 min UV</td>
<td>– 15%/PpIX alone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[175]</td>
<td>ZGO</td>
<td>ZnGa1.995O4:0.005Cr3+</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>PerLNP</td>
<td>OH</td>
<td>MDA-MB-231 (human breast cancer)</td>
<td>5 min UV pre-irradiation</td>
<td>24%/9% without UV irradiation*** 34%/8% without UV irradiation***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[147]</td>
<td>ZnGa1.996O4:Cr0.004</td>
<td>HPPH</td>
<td>Separate PerLNP and PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>U87MG (human glioblastoma)</td>
<td>2 min white LED = 1 cycle</td>
<td>82% after one cycle 23% after three cycles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[146]</td>
<td>ZnGa1.99O4:0.005Cr3+,0.005W4+</td>
<td>ZnPcS4</td>
<td>PerLNP-PS conjugate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>S180 (murine sarcoma)</td>
<td>2 min X (0.18 Gy), three cycles (every 40 min)</td>
<td>19%*** 23%***</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[172]</td>
<td>ZnGa2O4:0.004Cr3+</td>
<td>IR780</td>
<td>PCM* nanoparticle encapsulating PS and PerLNP</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>HeLa (human cervical cancer)</td>
<td>5 min 808 nm laser (0.4 W cm²)</td>
<td>18%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[173]</td>
<td>ZGGO</td>
<td>Zn3Ga4Ge3O15:0.3%Cr3+</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>PerLNP-PS conjugate</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>HepG2 (human liver cancer)</td>
<td>10 min 254 nm UV pre-irradiation + 808 nm laser (1 W cm²)</td>
<td>50% 3 min laser irradiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>PerL host material family</td>
<td>PerL source</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Type of cells</td>
<td>Excitation protocol</td>
<td>Cells viability**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------</td>
<td>-------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[151]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zn$<em>{1.25}$Ga$</em>{2.75}$Ge$_{0.25}$O$_4$:0.5%Cr$^{3+}$,2.5%Yb$^{3+}$,0.25%Er$^{3+}$</td>
<td>AlPcS</td>
<td>PerLNP@m-SiO$_2$@PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>HeLa (human cervical cancer)</td>
<td>Fractionated 405 nm (8 J cm$^{-2}$)</td>
<td>23% 5 min laser irradiation 5% 10 min laser irradiation 8%/87% with AlPcS alone 1% three days later</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[155]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zn$<em>{1.25}$Ga$</em>{2.75}$Ge$_{0.25}$O$_4$:0.5%Cr$^{3+}$,2.5%Yb$^{3+}$,0.25%Er$^{3+}$</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>PerLNP-PS@h-SiO$_2$@DOX</td>
<td>CCM</td>
<td>4T1 (murine breast cancer)</td>
<td>200 ± 808 nm laser</td>
<td>2% (with DOX release)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[148]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zn$<em>{1.25}$Ga$</em>{2.75}$Ge$_{0.25}$O$_4$:0.5%Cr$^{3+}$,2.5%Yb$^{3+}$,0.25%Er$^{3+}$</td>
<td>Ce6</td>
<td>Implant (alginate Ca$^{2+}$ hydrogel)</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>4T1 (murine breast cancer)</td>
<td>5 min UV + 3 min red light (0.7 W cm$^{-2}$) X (4 Gy)</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[174]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zn$_3$Ga$_2$Ge$<em>6$O$</em>{18}$:Cr$^{3+}$,Yb$^{3+}$,Er$^{3+}$</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>PerLNP@m-SiO$_2$@PS</td>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>HepG2 (human liver cancer)</td>
<td>X (4 Gy)</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[150]</td>
<td></td>
<td>Zn$<em>2$Ga$<em>2$Ge$</em>{0.7}$O$</em>{12}$:0.02Cr$^{3+}$,0.12Bi$^{3+}$</td>
<td>ZnPc</td>
<td>PerLNP@mSiO$_2$-PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Hepa-1-6 (murine hepatoma)</td>
<td>10 min 635 nm laser (150 mW cm$^{-2}$) pre-irradiation 2 min (30 mA, 40 kV) X</td>
<td>18%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[126]</td>
<td>NYF</td>
<td>β-NaYF$_4$:10%Tb$^{3+}$</td>
<td>g-C$_3$N$_6$</td>
<td>Separate PerLNP and PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bacteria <em>Pseudomonas aeruginosa</em> (PAO1)</td>
<td></td>
<td>67.14%, 30.92% 5 h later****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Experimental results of *in vivo* PerL-mediated PDT realized in small animal cancer models. *PCM* = Phase Change Material (here oleic acid + hexadecanol). **LP = Liposome. ***DSPE-PEG = 1,2-Distearoyl-Sn-glycero-3-PhosphoEthanolamine-N-methoxy(PolyEthylene Glycol).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>PerL host material family</th>
<th>Cancer small animal model</th>
<th>PerL source</th>
<th>PS</th>
<th>Shape</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Excitation protocol</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>[144]</td>
<td>SAO</td>
<td>100 mm³-large subcutaneous tumor induced by injection of HT29 cells in the arm</td>
<td>SrAl₂₇O₄₂⁻²%Eu³⁺,₄%Dy³⁺ + NaYF₄:25%Yb³⁺,₀.₅%Tm³⁺ up-converter</td>
<td>RB</td>
<td>Implantation of PDMS-PerL-PS implant onto the tumor surface</td>
<td>5 ± 980 nm laser (2 W/cm²) twice a day</td>
<td>Tumor size = 50% that of control after 15 days, tumor completely suppressed by addition of O₂ producing agent in the implant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[152]</td>
<td>LGO</td>
<td>Tumor induced by percutaneous injection of H1299 cells into lateral thorax</td>
<td>LiGa₃O₆:Cr</td>
<td>NC</td>
<td>IV injection of PerLNP@m-SiO₂@PS</td>
<td>PEG + cetuximab X (6 Gy)</td>
<td>Tumor size = 8% that of control after seven days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[147]</td>
<td>ZGO</td>
<td>6–8 mm-diameter tumor induced by subcutaneous injection of U87MG cells</td>
<td>ZnGa₃:₀.₉₉6O₄:₀.₀₉₄Cr₀.₀₉₄</td>
<td>HPPH</td>
<td>IT injection of PLGA/NMP-PerL implant</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IV injection of HPPH at day 1 and at day 8.15 min white LED after each injection.</td>
<td>Tumor size = 8% that of control after 15 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[146]</td>
<td>ZGO</td>
<td>6–8 mm-diameter tumor induced by injection of S180 cells</td>
<td>ZnGa₃:₀.₉₉₃O₄:₀.₀₀₅Cr³⁺,₀.₀₀₅W⁴⁺</td>
<td>ZnPcS4</td>
<td>IV injection of PerLNP-PS conjugates</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IV injection at day 0 and at day 7.2 min X (0.18 Gy) 4h after each injection.</td>
<td>Tumor size = 10% that of control after 16 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[172]</td>
<td>ZGO</td>
<td>80 mm³-large tumor induced by subcutaneous injection of HeLa cells</td>
<td>ZnGa₂O₄:₀.₀₀₄Cr²⁺</td>
<td>IR780</td>
<td>IV injection of PCM*-PS-PerL NP</td>
<td>Lecithin/DSPE-PEG***</td>
<td>IV injection every two days. 5 min 808 nm laser (0.4 W cm⁻²) for PCM* melting + 5 min white LED (1000 lm), 12 h after each injection.</td>
<td>Total ablation after 4–6 days without any recrudescence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[149]</td>
<td>ZGO</td>
<td>80 mm³-large tumor induced by subcutaneous injection of 4T1 cells in the flank</td>
<td>ZnGa₂O₄:₀.₀₀₁Cr²⁺</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>IT injection of h-PerLNP@PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IT injection at day 1 and at day 7.10 min white LED after each injection.</td>
<td>Tumor size = 5% that of control after 14 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[173]</td>
<td>ZGO</td>
<td>60–80 mm³-large tumor induced by subcutaneous injection of HepG2 cells</td>
<td>Zn₃Ga₄Ge₂O₁₃:₀.₃%Cr²⁺</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>IT injection of PerLNP-PS conjugates</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10 min 254 nm UV preirradiation for 10 min + 808 nm laser (1 W cm⁻²) 4 h after injection</td>
<td>Total ablation after 16 days</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>PerL host material family</td>
<td>Cancer small animal model</td>
<td>PerL source</td>
<td>PS</td>
<td>Shape</td>
<td>Surface</td>
<td>Excitation protocol</td>
<td>Result</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>----</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>--------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[155]</td>
<td>Mammary tumor (with metastasis) induced by subcutaneous injection of 4T1 cells in the breast</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>{0.25}\text{Ga}</em>{0.75}\text{O}_{2}:\text{Cr}^{3+},\text{Yb}^{3+},\text{Er}^{3+}$</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>IV injection of h-$\text{SiO}_2$@PerLNP-PS, DOX</td>
<td>CCM or LP**</td>
<td>20 min UV pre-irradiation before injection + 200 s 808 nm laser (3 W cm$^{-2}$) 4 h after injection</td>
<td>99% inhibition relative to control after 21 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[148]</td>
<td>0.5–0.8 cm$^{-1}$-large tumor induced by subcutaneous injection of 4T1 cells in the back</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>{0.25}\text{Ga}</em>{0.75}\text{O}_{2}:\text{Cr}^{3+},\text{Yb}^{3+},\text{Er}^{3+}$</td>
<td>Ce6</td>
<td>IT injection of alginate Ca$^{2+}$ hydrogel-PerLNP implant</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>IT injection of 5 min 254 nm UV pre-irradiated implant 2 h after Ce6 IV injection, 10 min red light (1 W cm$^{-2}$) 3 h after Ce6 IV injection</td>
<td>Tumor size = 6% that of control after 15 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[174]</td>
<td>Tumor induced by injection of HepG2 cells</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}_2\text{Ga}_2\text{GeO}_6\text{Cr}^{3+},\text{Yb}^{3+},\text{Er}^{3+}$</td>
<td>SiPc</td>
<td>IV injection of PerLNP@m-$\text{SiO}_2$@PS</td>
<td>PEG</td>
<td>IV injection of m-PerLNP@PS at day 1 and at day 4.4 Gy × 8 h after each injection</td>
<td>Tumor bioluminescence signal = 6% that of control after 16 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[150]</td>
<td>Tumor induced by injection of Hepa1-6 cells</td>
<td>$\text{Zn}<em>2\text{Ga}</em>{2.96}\text{Ge}_{0.04}\text{O}_6:0.02\text{Cr}^{3+},0.12\text{Bi}^{3+}$</td>
<td>ZnPc</td>
<td>IV injection of PerLNP@m$\text{SiO}_2$-PS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>10 min 635 nm laser (150 mW cm$^{-2}$) 3 h after injection</td>
<td>Tumor size = 2% that of control after 14 days</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Eu$^{2+}$, Ce$^{3+}$, Tb$^{3+}$ and Pr$^{3+}$ introduced as dopants. These absorption transitions can lead to the optical center autoionization when the dopant excited state is situated inside or close to the bottom of the host CB (mechanism (I)(3) in Figure 5). This is the type of mechanism that Clabau et al. [178] as well as Dorenbos et al. [181] proposed to explain the afterglow of SAO:Eu,Dy. Similarly to mechanism (I)(1), mechanisms (I)(2) and (I)(3) also permit the delocalization of electrons that can freely move in the material until they get trapped at point defects. Most of the PerL materials used for green- or blue-emitting displays, being charged by natural UV/blue light during the day and re-emitting at night, function according to these mechanisms. In first generation in vivo imaging PerL materials, the same type of mechanism takes place. Lecointre et al. [182] and Maldiney et al. [8] showed that Ca$_{0.2}$Zn$_{0.9}$Mg$_{0.9}$Si$_2$O$_6$:Mn$^{2+}$,Eu$^{2+}$,Dy$^{3+}$ and CaMgSi$_2$O$_6$:Mn$^{2+}$,Eu$^{2+}$,Pr$^{3+}$, respectively, were effectively charged through the $f$–$d$ transition of Eu$^{2+}$ at 254 nm or 350 nm as represented by the mechanism (I)(3) in Figure 5 while their band-gap energy is at much higher energy (8.4 eV/147 nm). A few years later ZGO:Cr demonstrated a two orders of magnitude improvement in PerL.

**Figure 5:** Types of mechanisms at stake in PerL materials used in PerL-mediated PDT. For sake of simplicity, in the mechanisms displayed here, the hole is captured by the optical center A while the electron is trapped at the defect center B or C. The reverse mechanism can be drawn with an electron at the optical center and a hole at the defect center.
intensity relative to the previous silicates. At that time, ZGO:Cr was also charged by UV light by exciting ZGO:Cr across its bandgap (4.4 eV) according to a mechanism of type (I)(1) (Figure 5) [10]. Optimum charging by mechanism (I)(1), (I)(2) or (I)(3) takes between a few seconds and a few minutes after which period the excitation can be switched off. PerL emission then results from a thermally activated process represented by mechanism (a) in Figure 5 and characterized by the electron trap depth $E_T$. PerL decay is governed by the lifetime of the trapped electron expressed by an $\exp(E_T/k_B T)$ law. Hence, the PerL imaging technique still presented an important restriction inherent to the limited decay period of the PerL materials and the imaging time was typically limited to a couple of hours after the injection of the PerLNPs. Since nanoparticles accumulation in tumors by Enhanced Permeation and Retention (EPR) effect often takes more than 4 h, by which the PerL signal had drastically fainted, tumor imaging was hardly possible. Hence a new generation of PerL bioproses was developed.

Second generation PerL bioproses possess the quality of being excitable or re-excitable in situ, whether in vitro for cell imaging or in vivo for animal models. Therefore, the bioprobe persistent luminescence can conveniently be triggered at any time after the incubation or the injection into the biological medium. Note that the excitation period remains short, typically a few minutes, whereas the subsequent imaging phase lasts for a few tens of minutes or a few hours. The in situ excitation constitutes either a primary charging process of the bioprobe or an additional charging excitation in order to enhance the PerL signal when the bioprobe had primarily been excited ex vivo. In both cases, the excitation needs to be harmless to the biological medium and able to penetrate the living tissues as deeply as possible. The absolute satisfaction of both these conditions is impossible and in practical, one can distinguish three types of realizations.

In a first type of systems, X-ray is the excitation source as it is able to go through living tissues over a virtually unlimited depth. The PerL material should ideally be an X-ray excitable scintillating material presenting afterglow. In the field of scintillators, afterglow is defined as long-lasting phosphorescence occurring after the charging phase during which the scintillator is exposed to radiation. Its mechanism of charging can also be represented by mechanism (I)(1) in Figure 5 but X-rays enable the production of a huge amount of free electrons–holes pairs. For bioimaging application, X-ray excitation presents the advantage of reaching zones located at depth in living tissues although the dose should then be carefully watched.

In a second type of systems, red light is the excitation source as it shows an acceptable penetration depth, at least in small animal models. The PerL material must have the specific property of being excitable in the red range, which excludes most of the long-lasting phosphors known to date. In practical, it means that during the excitation phase, charges (holes and/or electrons) are trapped through a localized mechanism around the luminescent ion as represented by mechanism (II) in Figure 5, since the excitation energy is less than band gap or charge transfer energy. The charging process is relatively less powerful than through mechanisms (I)(1), (I)(2) and (I)(3) but it was proved efficient enough for in vivo applications [14]. Mechanisms have been investigated in detail in ZGO:Cr and described in a multiplicity of ways to comprehend the phenomenon thoroughly (Figure 6) [171, 183]. In ZGO:Cr, holes and electrons are not separated between the luminescent center and a neighboring defect. Instead, when $\text{Cr}^{3+}$ is excited from its $4A_2(4F)$ fundamental level to its $4T_2(4F)$ or $4T_1(4F)$ excited $d$ levels situated below the CB of ZGO its energy is transferred to a neighboring antisite defect created by the neutral association of a Ga$^{3+}$ ion at a Zn$^{2+}$ site (Ga$\_Zn$) and a Zn$^{2+}$ ion at a Ga$^{3+}$ site (Zn$\_Ga$). Based on the specific and close location of a pair of Ga$\_Zn$ and Zn$\_Ga$ defects relative to the emitting Cr$_{Ga}$ sites, the antisite defect creates a local electric field that constitutes the driving force for charge separation. As the two complementary antisite defects become neutralized, the electric field at the origin of the charge separation is suppressed. The reverse process (detrapping) is then triggered by thermal activation leading to an excited (Cr$^{3+}$)* followed by the emission from its $3E^G (\Sigma^-$) excited state. This kind of localized mechanism can only exist in PerL materials where the luminescent ion and the trapping defects are in close proximity to each other. This is what Pan et al. observed and described as a tunneling mechanism in parent material ZGO:Cr [11].

Finally, in a third type of systems, infrared light is the excitation source and a two-photon absorption mechanism takes place before charging the PerL material. Two-photon absorption efficiency is reputed to be low but is partly compensated by an efficient absorption of the PerL material across band gap or via charge transfer, f–d or d–d absorption bands. In practical, the impinging light can be up-converted through various means. A tandem of up-converting lanthanide ions like Yb$^{3+}$ and Er$^{3+}$ can be directly introduced into the host matrix of the PerL material [184]. Alternatively, an up-converting material can be added as a second constituent of the nanoagent and located in the vicinity of the PerL material in the form of a core–shell structure or as a dual constituent in an implant for instance [144]. Finally Liu et al. unveiled the
unexpected and exciting new concept of direct up-conversion excitation of a PerL material in Zn$_3$Ga$_4$Ge$_2$O$_{13}$:Cr$^{3+}$. This rare property of ZGO:Cr to be charged by 700 nm, 808 nm or 980 nm laser diode revealed an up-conversion trap filling process involving two photons as displayed in mechanism (III) of Figure 5 [185]. To our knowledge the same kind of up-conversion charging has been reported in only one other PerL material to date: LG0:Cr [186]. Such a rare mechanism should however not be mistaken with the use of infrared light as the optical stimulation source of luminescence as in the case of dosimetry materials. Interestingly two also rare cases of PerL materials “re-charged” by optical stimulation (mechanisms (b) and (b’) in Figure 5) have been revealed to date. On the one hand Liu et al. reported in UV-pre-irradiated LG0:Cr that Cr$^{3+}$ PerL emission at 716 nm can be repeatedly stimulated with a visible or NIR light according to (b) type mechanism (Figure 5) [187]. On the other hand Sharma et al. revealed the property of optically-stimulated PerL in ZGO:Cr, described as a (b’) type mechanism (Figure 5) [188]. In that case ZGO:Cr is charged by visible light according to mechanism (II) by which the free carriers get trapped at very deep defects. A 980 nm optical stimulation enables the detrapping from the deep traps and the re-trapping of the charges to medium-deep traps responsible for PerL. Hence, after a visible pre-excitation, an infrared excitation enables to activate PerL again.

2.2.2 Application to PerL-mediated PDT

In most of the cases of PerL-mediated PDT, the nanoagent comprises both the PerL material and the PS molecule in proximity to each other so that PerL is efficiently transferred to the PS. An ex situ excitation of such a nanoagent, i.e. outside and before it enters the biological medium, would forbid any spatio-temporal control of the PDT activity, possibly resulting in the destruction of healthy tissues located along the way of the nanoagent towards the targeted cells. Hence only one example is reported where PerLNPs are pre-irradiated with UV, before incubation with human breast cancer cells. In this example, Ramirez et al. tested the intrinsic photosensitizing potential of ZGO:Cr [189]. While inactive when PEG-conjugated, OH-functionalized ZGO:Cr nanoparticles are internalized by human breast cancer cells and then present a certain PDT effect (Table 1). Apart from this unique example, all the reported experiments of PerL-mediated PDT carry out the excitation of the PerL material in situ. Although UV chargeable materials constitute the vast majority of the PerL materials, examples of PerL-mediated PDT where UV light was used as the excitation source are scarce. Since UV light can hardly penetrate living tissues, the following few examples could only constitute in vitro tests of feasibility. Homayoni et al. reported the preparation of SMSO:Eu$^{2+}$,Dy$^{3+}$ nanoparticles conjugated with PpIX as PS and covalently bonded to folic acid (FA) to improve their water dispersion [141]. They incubated the nanoparticles in vitro with PC3 prostate cancer cells. After 5 min UV light exposition, a 15% additional cell death was observed with PpIX-conjugated SMSO:Eu$^{2+}$,Dy$^{3+}$ nanoparticles as compared to PpIX alone (Table 1). This demonstrated the potential of a PerL material to prolong the excitation of a PS in PDT. A second and more potent example concerns Zn$_{1.25}$Ga$_{1.5}$Ge$_{0.25}$O$_4$:0.5%Cr$^{3+}$,2.5%Yb$^{3+}$,0.25%Er$^{3+}$ gallo-germanate nanoparticles, noted TD-ZGGO for “triple doped ZGGO”, coated with a mesoporous silica shell (m-SiO$_2$) loaded with AlPcS as PS [151]. Wang et al. showed that cancerous HeLa cells internalized TD-ZGGO@mSiO$_2$@AlPcS nanoparticles that presented no dark cytotoxicity [151]. For the same UV light fluence (8 J cm$^{-2}$ at 405 nm) and same PS concentration, they observed for the cancerous cells a viability of only 8% with TD-ZGGO@mSiO$_2$@AlPcS against 87% with the PS AlPcS alone (Table 1). This remarkable result was obtained by using fractionated light irradiation, which exacerbates the efficacy of [PerL material + PS] systems. Note that three days later, the viability of the cancerous cells in presence of TD-ZGGO@mSiO$_2$@AlPcS fell to 1%.
the PerL material still passively emitted light that kept activating the PDT process. Although UV light is generally not suited for biological systems, it was used here to demonstrate the potency of [PerL material + PS] system. The system appeared especially interesting in terms of dose reduction compared to a more classical [luminescent material + PS] system, as illustrated by the comparison made between TD-ZGGO@mSiO₂@AlPcS and QD@mSiO₂@AlPcS where QD are CdSe/CdS/ZnS core–shell quantum dots [151]. While the latter are reputed to be amongst the most efficient luminescent materials, the survival rate of HeLa cells amounted to 46% with TD-ZGGO@mSiO₂@AlPcS against 8% with QD@mSiO₂@AlPcS in the same conditions of fractionated light irradiation. This experiment strikingly demonstrates the specific suitability of PerL material relative to mere luminescent or scintillating material for PS coupling. The long-lasting low-intensity light delivered by a PerL material appears very favorable to PDT efficiency in living cells. Nevertheless the use of UV light as the excitation source remains problematic for broader biological applications and the demonstration of [PerL material + PS] system excitable with different wavelengths than UV (X-ray, visible or NIR radiation) is highly desired.

For that, second generation PerL materials, i.e. for which the persistent luminescence property is induced by visible or red light, are essential. In the long-lasting phosphors family, those materials are scarce and to our knowledge only ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr have been used in actual demonstrations of PerL-mediated PDT activated by visible or red light. ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr can be charged through Cr³⁺ d–d absorption bands, i.e. through 4A₂ (F) → 4T₂ (F), 4A₂ (F) → 4T₁ (F) and 4A₂ (F) → 4T₁ (P), peaking at 570, 420 and 290 nm, respectively in ZGO:Cr. One can therefore take advantage of the most red-shifted absorption band (4A₂ (F) → 4T₂ (F)) and use red light to go through the tissues. PDT experiments carried out with red light shone for a few minutes onto cancerous cells or tumors in small animals led to outstanding results. With a system based on Zn₁₋₂₅Ga₁₋₇₅O₇₋₅₇Cr₃₋₂₅̅O₄, a 0.5%Cr³⁺, 2.5% Yb³⁺, 0.25%Er³⁺ coupled to Ce6 inside an hydrogel tested on 4T1 murine cancer cells, Sun et al. obtained a 60% cell viability after 5 min UV irradiation that further reached down to 18% after an additional 3 min red light illumination (0.7 W cm⁻²) [148] (Table 1). In small animal the PerL-hydrogel was intra-tumorally injected after 5 min UV pre-irradiation. Two hours after Ce6 intravenous injection, the tumor was illuminated by red light for 10 min on days 1 and 7 and was found 16 times smaller than control after 15 days [148] (Table 2). Interestingly Yang et al. tested a system without any UV pre-irradiation made of Zn₉₅Ga₂₉₈Ge₀₇₅O₅:0.02Cr³⁺,0.12Bi³⁺ nanoparticles coated with a ZnPc-loaded mesoporous silica shell [150]. A single 10 min laser irradiation at 635 nm led to an 18% viability of Hepa-6 murine hepatoma cancer cells (Table 1) and to an 80% inhibition factor growth of a hepatoma tumor in small animal (Table 2). Further examples demonstrate the potency of ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr with a simple white LED. Note that as already mentioned above, the use of several cycles (2–3) is very beneficial for PerL-mediated PDT. Hence Fan et al. co-incubated ZnGa₀.₇₉₉₆₉₄:Cr₀.₀₀₄₅O₄:Ce₆ nanoparticles and HPPH with U87MG human glioblastoma cells and measured an 82% cell viability after 2 min white LED irradiation against 23% after three cycles [147] (Table 1). Liu et al. prepared nanoparticles made of a temperature-responsive “waxseal” composed of oleic acid and hexadecanol that encapsulated ZnGa₁.₉₉₉₄Cr₀.₀₀₄₃ nanoparticles and IR780 as PS [172]. After 5 min 808 nm laser irradiation to melt the waxseal, the viability of HeLa human cervical cancer cells dropped to 54% while an additional 5 min white LED irradiation enabled to reach a viability as low as 18% (Table 1). Tested in vivo, the smart system enabled a total tumor suppression in four days after two injections of PerL-PS waxseal nanoparticles followed by 15 min white LED illumination (Table 2). Finally the IT injection of hollow ZnGa₀.₈₅Cr₀.₀₀₀ₐ₅₃ nanoparticles conjugated with SiPc followed by a double 10 min white LED irradiation also showed a large tumor suppression effect according to Wang et al. [169] (Table 2). These many examples clearly demonstrate that red/white light, coherent as well as non-coherent, is able to efficiently kill cancer cells and result in tumor suppression with ZGO:Cr or ZGGO:Cr as PerL material.

Finally, a few interesting examples of infrared-excited [PerL + PS] systems have been described. As discussed in Section 2.2.1, a primary upconversion process must be considered. Hu et al. coupled green-emitting SAO:Eu, Dy PerL material with up-converting NYF:Yb³⁺,Tm³⁺ within a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) implant [144]. NYF:Yb³⁺,Tm³⁺ converted 980 nm laser illumination into UV-blue light able to charge SAO:Eu,Dy. Incubated with HT29 human colon cancer cells the implant caused a drop in cell viability to 36% after four cycles of 5 s 980 nm laser excitation (Table 1). In small animal, the treatment composed of two cycles per day led to complete tumor suppression after 15 days (Table 2). Alternatively Li et al. introduced Yb³⁺ (2.5%) and Er³⁺ (0.25%) as additional doping ions into ZGO:Cr³⁺ nanoparticles coated by a hollow silica (h-SiO₂) shell [155]. A single treatment consisting in the IV injection of the UV pre-irradiated nanoagent followed by a 200 s 808 nm tumor illumination led to a halved tumor volume relative to control after 21 days. A full inhibition was achieved when h-SiO₂ was loaded with
doxorubicin (DOX) as chemotherapeutic agent (Table 2). Finally, based on the new concept of PerL up-conversion excitation revealed in Zn$_3$Ga$_2$Ge$_8$O$_{13}$:Cr$^{3+}$ [185], Abdurahman et al. reported SiPc-conjugated Zn$_3$Ga$_2$Ge$_8$O$_{13}$:0.3% Cr$^{3+}$ nanoparticles which, after a 10 min UV pre-irradiation led to a cell viability as low as 5% after 10 min 808 nm irradiation [173]. In vivo a single 808 nm laser irradiation performed 4 h after the IT injection of the UV pre-irradiated conjugates was sufficient to completely suppress the tumor at day 16 (Table 2). Note that the use of 808 nm is a large asset relative to Yb$^{3+}$, Er$^{3+}$ up-converting systems that impose the use of 980 nm that causes a much more important local heating in biological systems. Furthermore, the system appeared as remarkably efficient.

Finally, a few publications report the use of X-rays for charging the PerL material in PerL-mediated PDT. Any PerL material can theoretically be activated with X-rays provided it presents a sufficiently high stopping power towards the latter. Scintillator materials are typically conceived to greatly absorb ionizing radiation due to the presence of heavy elements in their composition and a densely packed host matrix. In PDT the use of X-rays as the excitation source of the PerL bioprobe enables to tackle virtually any deep-seated tumor as the attenuation of the X-rays across a living body is limited. However, the irradiation must be kept to a minimum dose. In 2014 Ma et al. reported a first preliminary study where Zn$_3$S$_2$:Cu,Co PerL NPs conjugated with TetraBromoRhodamine-123 (TBrRh123) as PSs were incubated with PC3 human prostate cancer cells [145]. The cells viability dropped from 90% in the dark to 40% after 1 min. X-ray irradiation (2 Gy) (Table 1). Note the special asset of PerL materials compared to mere scintillating materials: in order to obtain the same cell death rate, the use of LaF$_3$:Tb$^{3+}$ scintillating nanoparticles would have required an X-ray dose as high as 13.2 Gy [145]. In PerL materials the afterglow continues activating PDT after the X-ray irradiation has stopped and therefore prolongs the photodynamic treating time by a great extent, which in turn allows a reduction of the X-ray irradiation time. In 2016 Homayoni et al. showed preliminary results with 270 nm-large Sr$_2$MgSi$_2$O$_7$:Eu,Dy PerL NPs conjugated to PpIX and to FA for targeting. The nanoparticles were shown to produce singlet oxygen after X-ray irradiation and to penetrate PC3 prostate cancer cells but the authors did not provide any further quantitative data [190]. Chen et al. developed nanoparticles made of a 100 nm-diameter LGO:Cr PerL core coated with a 25 nm mesoporous silica shell loaded with NC [152]. The viability of non-small cell lung cancer H1299 cells incubated with the nanoparticles was reduced to 46.4% after 2 Gy irradiation (Table 1). The cell viability amounted 50.2 and 60.1% when the experiment was conducted across respectively 1.6 and 2.8 cm thick pork slice demonstrating a good penetration of X-rays across the living tissues. Cetuximab, added as a targeting agent, enabled the nanoparticles to accumulate in the cancer cells in vitro as well as in vivo. In vivo a 6 Gy X-ray irradiation applied to the delimited area of the tumor led after seven days to a tumor size equal to 8% that of the control (Table 2) while the tissues around remained unaffected. In 2018 Song et al. prepared ZGO:Cr and W(VI) co-doped ZGO:Cr,W PerLNPs coupled to ZnPcS$_4$ and incubated them with HeLa human cervical cancer cells on the one hand and Si80 murine sarcoma cells on the other hand [146]. After 2 min. X-ray irradiation (0.09 Gy min$^{-1}$) the cells viability dropped to 78% with ZGO:Cr and to 48% with ZGO:Cr,W for both cell types. The addition of tungsten as codopant was proposed to improve the stopping power of the material and indeed enhanced PerL by a factor 2 due to both a better X-ray attenuation coefficient and the creation of new traps. Again, a remarkable additional drop in cells viability was observed after three cycles (23% for HeLa cells/19% for Si80 cells) (Table 1). In vivo, injections of ZGO:Cr,W-ZnPcS$_4$ nanoagents on days 1 and 7, followed by a low-dose irradiation (2 min at 0.09 Gy min$^{-1}$) delivered 4 h after their IV injection, led to the complete inhibition of the tumor growth after 16 days, whereas tumor size in controls was multiplied by 10 (Table 2). Note that the dose used here (0.36 Gy) is far below the dose used in clinical radiotherapy (typically 60–80 Gy for solid epithelial tumors [191], in fractions of 2–5 Gy each [192]). Shi et al. prepared nanoplatforms composed of mesoporous silica nanoparticles loaded with Zn$_3$Ga$_2$Ge$_8$O$_{13}$:Yb$^{3+}$,Er$^{3+}$ prepared using a silica templating method [174]. PEG was grafted at the nanoparticles surface and the nanoparticles were subsequently loaded with SiPc. When incubated with ZGO:Cr@m-SiO$_x$@SiPC-PEG, the viability of HepG2 human hepatocellular carcinoma cells dropped to 53% after a 4 Gy X-ray irradiation (Table 1). In vivo, the hepatic tumors of mice were irradiated by 4 Gy 8 h after the injection of ZGO:Cr@m-SiO$_x$@SiPC-PEG. After 14 days the bioluminescence signal of the tumor was divided by 14.7 (Table 2).

Overall the results presented here tend to show a lower efficiency in vitro for X-ray excited systems (around 40–50% cells viability after one cycle) relative to light-excited systems (around 20% cells viability) although the publication of Song et al. that used ZGO:Cr,W constitutes an exception with a 20% cells viability. In vivo the two publications of Shi et al. and Song et al. display an efficient inhibition of the tumor growth. An increased efficiency could however probably be targeted by designing a better X-ray absorbing material. For that, nanoparticles made of
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scintillating materials presenting afterglow should be specifically designed. A recent attempt in that sense has been reported by Hu et al. with NYF:Tb\(^{3+}\) that presents a higher stopping power than ZGO:Cr due to its yttrium content. The results are very preliminary as the material was synthesized as a micronic powder. NYF:Tb\(^{3+}\) was combined with g-C\(_3\)N\(_4\) (photocatalyst) to realize deep implants in order to inactivate bacteria. After 2 min. X-ray irradiation, the viabilities of bacteria Pseudomonas Aeruginosa PAO1 cells decreased to 67.1% and further to 30.9% 5 h after ceasing the irradiation (Table 1) [126].

### 2.3 Physical assemblages, tumor targeting and multi-modality in PerL-mediated PDT

The success of PerL-mediated PDT also strongly depends on the co-localization of the various elements at stake in the process. On the one hand the PerL material and the PS should be close to each other for an optimum energy transfer. On the other hand, the PS should produce singlet oxygen in the closest proximity to the tumor cell. More precisely the illumination of the PS by the PerL material should occur when the PS is in the closest proximity to the tumor cells.

The most straightforward mean to associate the PerL NP with the PS is the conjugation of the PS at the surface of the nanoparticle as shown in Figure 7(a). Abdurahman et al. [173] and Li et al. [155] first aminated the surface of ZGO:Cr nanoparticles with (3-amino propyl)triethoxysilane (APTES) then linked SiPc via a condensation reaction between the NH\(_2\) groups on the nanoparticles surface and the Cl atoms of the SiPc molecules. Similarly Song et al. [146] used APTES to aminate ZGO:Cr nanoparticles and coupled ZnPcS\(_4\) to their surface via electrostatic interaction. The second most widespread method is to coat the PerLNP with a layer of mesoporous silica and then load the PS into the pores, as shown in Figure 7(b). Wang et al. [151] coated ZGO:Cr,Yb,Er nanoparticles with a layer of mesoporous silica prepared from tetraethyl orthosilicate (TEOS) and APTES as double silane precursors following a method developed in [193] so that the porous nanoparticles have multiple amine groups on their inner and outer surfaces. AlPcS was then easily loaded by incubation overnight through electrostatic interaction. Chen et al. [152] used the same protocol for coating LGO:Cr and loaded NC as the PS [117]. Although no head-to-head comparison has been reported, the realization of mesoporous silica shells around the PerLNP should largely increase the number of attached PS molecules to the PerLNP as compared to a mere attachment to the outer surface and therefore should result in efficiency enhancement. However the silica shell might lengthen the distance between the PerL material and the PS and hinder a possible non-radiative FRET transfer. Note the interesting concept of porous hollow PerLNP's schematized in Figure 7(c) and developed by Wang et al. [149]. The latter prepared ZGO:Cr nanoparticles around purgeable carbon spheres that led to large hollow cavity porous PerLNP's able to load both SiPc and a chemical drug (doxorubicine). Finally Shi et al. [174] reported a template synthesis of ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er in the pores of mesoporous silica nanoparticles as schematized in Figure 7(d). This method presents a real interest for preparing efficient PerL nano-sized materials since the PerL phenomenon is largely dependent on the good crystallization of the materials. Template synthesis enables to anneal the PerL material and therefore improve its crystalline quality while constraining its size in the pores volume of silica nanoparticles.

Table 3 summarizes the sizes of the nanoparticles assemblages used to perform \textit{in vivo} PerL-mediated PDT. Most commonly a PerL core of around 50 nm is prepared so as to conserve efficient PerL property. However the unique realization of Song et al. [146] relies on a ZGO:Cr,W core of only 15 nm diameter and still yields an efficient tumor growth inhibition.
Concerning the localization of the PS at the tumor site, two possible strategies have been explored. On the one hand some authors relied on the EPR effect by which ZGO:Cr,W [146], ZGO:Cr,Yb,Er [174], or ZGO:Cr,Bi [150] PerLNPs with or without a mesoporous silica shell passively accumulated into tumors. On the other hand Chen et al. [152] prepared LGO:Cr nanoparticles embedded in mesoporous silica shells conjugated with cetuximab, an anti-epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) antibody able to target non-small cell lung cancer tumors implanted into the lungs of rodent models. They showed a clear accumulation in the lung tumors whereas the cell uptake was minimum for particles without cetuximab. Li et al. [155] used the smart delivery system of cancer cell membrane (CCM) and realized a biomimetic nanoplate able to target unvascularized metastasis of an orthotopic breast tumor model. The nanoplate was composed of ZGO:Cr,Yb,Er nanoparticles conjugated to SiPc in mesoporous silica co-loaded with doxorubicin and then coated with 4T1 cancer cell membranes.

In order to address the important question of long-lasting retention of the PerL.NPs at the tumor site, a few authors proposed the interesting concept of implants. Implants are solid or solidified materials inserted into or at proximity of the cancerous tumor. The reported implants included the PerL material prepared beforehand as a nanometric or micrometric powder. Hu et al. prepared a few millimeter-large polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) solid implant containing the green-emitting long-lasting phosphor SAO:Eu,Dy and implanted it subcutaneously onto the tumor surface of a mouse (Figure 8(a)) [144]. In order to tackle deeper tumors and to avoid the invasive transplantation of a solid implant, others prepared syringeable materials in the form of a liquid or a gel injected intra-tumorally to the small animal. Fan et al. prepared implants made of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and N-methylpyrrolidone (NMP) containing ZGO:Cr (Figure 8(b)) [147]. Such an oleosol turned from liquid to solid by quickly forming a precipitate upon water contact or in physiological environment. Sun et al. realized a biocompatible Ca\textsuperscript{2+} alginate hydrogel loaded with ZGO:Cr,Yb,Er (Figure 8(c)) [148]. They carefully adjusted Ca\textsuperscript{2+} and ZGO:Cr,Yb,Er to alginate ratio to reach a compromise between hardness and viscosity. Implants present several valuable advantages over free nanoparticles. First and foremost they guarantee a higher brightness for the PerL material since they passivate the surface of the PerL particles and decrease the rate of non-radiative de-excitations (Figure 9(a) and (b)) [144, 147]. Furthermore they enable the loading of micrometric powders which are much more efficient PerL materials than nanoparticles due to a better crystalline quality (Figure 9(c)) [144, 148]. Secondly, the localization of the PerL material at the tumor site is quasi-permanent and any leakage towards the surrounding tissues or bloodstream is avoided. Finally, a large diversity of theranostic agent regardless their hydrophilic or hydrophobic characteristics can be co-embedded in the implant. For example Hu et al., together with SAO:Eu,Dy, embedded an up-converting material (NYF:Yb,Er) as well as CaO\textsubscript{2} to overcome the hypoxia condition of the tumor [144]. Compared to a mere tumor size reduction of 50% that of the control after 15 days, the addition of CaO\textsubscript{2} led to the total suppression of the tumor (Table 2). Note that two options exist concerning
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the loading or not of the PS within the implant. Hu et al. co-loaded RB in addition to the PerL material, which guaranteed the most efficient energy transfer from PerL to PS while the PDT activity is limited to the implant surface and therefore to the destruction of the membrane of cells appressed. Alternatively Fan et al. [147] and Sun et al. [148] embedded only the long-lasting phosphor in the implants while the PS was separately injected (intravenously) at convenient timings. In this option the PS is closer to the cells to be killed. This option led to very efficient tumor destruction within protocols presenting a limited illumination (two times 15 min white LED [147] or 10 min red light with UV pre-irradiated implant [148]).

Finally, the exciting potential of multimodality in PerL-mediated PDT systems has been explored. Interestingly most of the PerLNPs used in the reported examples possessed a PerL imaging capacity so that a theranostic use of the nano-agents was demonstrated. In all cases of in vivo PerL-mediated PDT except when the PerL material emits in the green [144], LGO:Cr, ZGO:Cr and ZGGO:Cr emit a luminescence above 650 nm. This red/NIR radiation easily goes through the tissues so that autofluorescence-free PerL imaging is possible in vivo. Chen et al. [152] and Shi et al. [174] underscored this primary role of LGO:Cr nanoparticles and ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er nanoparticles, respectively, that enabled them to navigate the X-ray irradiation within the tumor area with imaging guidance. Once the authors had tracked the nanoparticles in the tumor area with the help of a mild X-ray irradiation, a more intense X-ray irradiation was applied to the delimited area to implement PDT. The imaging ability of the PerL material was also advantageously exploited in the smart example of the “wax-sealed” theranostic nanoplatform developed by Liu et al. [172] (Figure 10(a)). ZGO:Cr and the PS IR780 were encapsulated in temperature-responsive wax-seal nanoparticles that prevent the premature initiation of PDT. The nanoparticles tracking by PerL imaging enabled the authors to trigger at the desired moment the photothermal excitation that melted down the wax-seals and enabled the contact of PerLNPs and PS with oxygen in the small animal body. On the other hand a few authors demonstrated the successful implementation of bi-therapeutic nano-agents. To couple PDT with chemotherapy, they synthesized hollow structures like hollow ZGO:Cr [149] (Figure 10(b)) or h-SiO2-coated ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er [155] (Figure 10(c)), which enabled the loading of the anti-cancer drug doxorubicin. Doxorubicin-loaded h-SiO2-coated ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er reduced the number of metastatic nodules in mouse from 48 to 16, without irradiation, and further to 2 after an 808 nm laser irradiation had been applied for 200 s to trigger PerL-mediated PDT, hence proving a synergetic effect of chemotherapy and PDT.

Figure 8: Examples of implants implementing PerL-mediated PDT: (a) SAO:Eu,Dy-containing PDMS solid implant [144] (b) ZGO:Cr-containing PLGA-NMP oleosol [147] and (c) ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er-containing Ca\textsuperscript{2+} alginate hydrogel [148]. Reproduced with permissions from [144, 147, 148].
3 Conclusion and future directions

PDT is recognized as a wonderful tool for killing cancerous cells with the spatio-temporal control that light irradiation can provide. Unfortunately, the technique is severely limited by the poor penetration of light in living tissues. PDT against deep-seated tumors therefore remains a challenge. To overcome the weak penetration of an external light excitation, mediating nano-agents serving as internal lights are being developed to excite the photosensitizers. Amongst them PerL materials represent a unique class of mediators. Recently developed as nanoprobes enabling autofluorescence-free...

Figure 9: Persistent luminescence decay curves of (a) ZGO:Cr nanoparticles in water as compared to ZGO:Cr nanoparticles in PLGA/NMP after 2 min white LED charging [147] (b) NYF:Yb,Tm/SAO:Eu,Dy particles (mass ratio 1:10) with and without the protection of PDMS after 5 s 980 nm laser charging [144] (c) ZGGO:Cr,Yb,Er particles prepared by hydrothermal synthesis after 5 min 254 nm UV lamp charging [148]. Reproduced with permissions from [144, 147, 148].

Figure 10: Examples of multi-modal realizations where PerL-mediated PDT is coupled to (a) PerL imaging [172] (b) PerL imaging and chemotherapy [149] (c) chemotherapy [155]. Reproduced with permissions from [149, 155, 172].
in vivo imaging in small animals, they have now appeared in numerous examples of PerL-mediated PDT. In most of the reported examples, ZGO:Cr or ZGGO:Cr are used as the PerL material, which conveniently enables the double modality of PDT and PerL imaging. To realize efficient PerL-mediated PDT, authors have developed ingenious ways to couple the PerL material (SAO:Eu,Dy, ZnS:Cu,Co, LGO:Cr, ZGO:Cr, ZGGO:Cr, NYF: Tb) with a photosensitizer such as RB, HPPH, a phthalocyanine or a chlorin. The spectral match of the PerL material with the PS has often been found sub-optimal. Nevertheless, the results in terms of cell killing in vitro and most importantly in terms of tumor suppression in vivo in small animals are impressive. While the PS activity starts with the luminescence produced during the external excitation of the systems, the ROS production and cell killing effect is prolonged with the PerL emitted after the external excitation has ceased. The long-lasting and low fluence light delivery provided by the PerL material appears as particularly suited for a metronomic PDT activity. Apart from the conjugation of the PS at the surface of the PerLNPs, systems based on mesoporous silica nanoparticles appear as particularly suited to couple the PerL material with the PS. They enable a more important PS loading around the PerL NP but also permit the coupling of a second therapeutic modality (chemotherapy) that proved synergetic with PDT. Whether coated or not with a mesoporous silica shell, PerLNPs have also been successfully designed with various surface agents (antibody, lecithin, liposome, biomimetic cancer cell membrane…) for an active targeting of the tumors. For the most efficient targeting effect towards cancerous tumors, implants have been developed as a valuable alternative to nanoparticles. As far as the PerL material is concerned, implants lead to an enhancement of the PerL intensity due to a decreased number of non-radiative recombinations caused by a better crystallinity and a decreased surface area. Finally, it is worth mentioning the large versatility in the PerL materials charging. The efficacy of PerL-mediated PDT systems has been proved with a large diversity of excitation wavelength, ranging from the infrared (980 and 808 nm) to visible as well as X-rays. The use of laser is not compulsory and white LEDs were proved sufficient to eradicate mice tumors in several examples. X-ray excited PerL-mediated PDT nevertheless appears as a particularly promising modality for aiming at deep-seated tumor eradication in bigger animals or humans. A few examples already show positive results in mice but an improvement of the performance seems possible if new PerL materials with higher effective atomic number for example are developed specifically for X-ray excited persistent luminescence. Furthermore a new interest for UV-emitting PerL phosphor for PDT mediation has recently emerged [194]. Provided the phosphors can be prepared as nanomaterials, the latter could give rise to new and more efficient PerL + PS couples.

The present review has presented in vitro and in vivo demonstrations of PDT efficiency of systems associating a PerL material with a PS. In that sense, the variety of realizations related here tends to prove efficacy and underlines the potential interest of such an association for future use. Toxicity has been studied for ZGO and ZGGO PerL NPs [175, 195] as well as hemato-compatibility [196] and elimination pathways [197] as summarized in the review paper of Wu et al. [13] that presents encouraging results. Note that a size reduction of the PerL NPs, as realized in imaging examples [163], can be envisaged to permit a urinary eviction and prevent possible long-term toxicity.

Overall we can regret that the evaluation of the PerL + PS systems is almost exclusively based on cell death rate or tumor size measurement while the efficiency of several intermediate steps remains obscure. Studies concerning underlying mechanisms appear highly needed to tackle a few unanswered questions and would probably be very fruitful in terms of efficacy enhancement. For example, the PerL efficiency of each material in its form of use could be evaluated as recommended by Van der Heggen et al. [198]. Further, the energy transfer mechanisms from the PerL material to the PS remain largely overlooked while this step is crucial as far as the system efficiency is concerned.
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